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Agenda

● Goals for this guild
● Phase of the project
● Problem motivation

○ Use case and current state at Signal
● Ground-truth annotation approach
● Proposed solution
● Relevant related work
● Prototype
● Live demo
● Novelty proposals
● Next steps discussion



Current phase of the research

● Prototype

○ Until now we have been focused in building the experimental setup with existing 

models and the UI prototype. 

○ Deliver UI to users as soon as possible and iterate according to their feedback.

● Research new models or evaluation metrics

○ Experimental setup and preprocessing pipeline is done;

○ Next steps will involve careful evaluation on available models and implement novelty.

NoveltyEvaluationUI PrototypeReproduce Related Work Experimental setup



Problem motivation

Users are asked to write special reports.

Given a topic and a time frame, 

Identify the most important events and write a report.



Problem motivation 

These are steps usually performed by analysts in the Strategic Insight Team.

Current state:

1. Setup feed/feeds including keywords, entities, topics, readling list, exclusions, etc;
2. Examine data in Signal app to understand key moments in coverage *;
3. Take data off line if any manipulation of it is necessary;
4. Re-examine data in app if there is more to be understood post manipulation *;
5. Create graphic for report (sometimes timelines including annotations) * ;
6. Describe key events of coverage in report *;
7. Write report;
8. Iterate until done.

* Time consuming steps. The whole task can take hours/days.

How this is currently done using Signal platform



Example



Timelines are a natural way to 
organize a long lasting event or a 
complex topic 





Question:

Is it possible to improve this task 
assisting the user to write a story?



Question:

How would you frame it? 

Would you frame it as an information 
retrieval or a summarisation problem?



Framing the problem as a timeline summarisation task

Users are asked to write special reports. 

Given a topic  set of documents and a time frame, 

Identify the most important events  dates, and for each date the 
most important sentences and write a report to tell a story.



Timeline summarisation in the landscape

● Single-document summarisation
○ Predict the most important sentences from a single document

● Multi-document summarisation
○ Predict the most important sentences considering a set of documents
○ Usually considers limited amount of documents

■ Online/update summarisation 
● Usually streaming setup

■ Temporal summarisation 
● Predict event order
● Explicit document publication date might not be provided
● What event happened in which order

■ Timeline summarisation/generation
● Predict important dates and summary for each date and generate a timeline



This research project goals 

● User goal
○ Produce reports about complex topics or long lasting events (better quality 

in less time).

● Product goal
○ Test feasibility building an interactive UI focused on analysts as end users.

● Research goals
○ Evaluate models proposed in the literature
○ Propose improvements
○ and Publish !!!!

■ demo or novelties



Proposed solution



Select existing methods in the literature

● Explore related work
○ Explore open implementations and open datasets
○ Start with simpler implementations
○ Iterate from simple to more complex methods



Common practice in the literature 
to build a ground-truth dataset



Building a ground-truth dataset for TLS

Common practices in the literature

● Wikipedia timeline pages

● Shared tasks, manually written timelines

● Timelines edited by journalists

○ Web crawling publishers articles and try to generate a 

similar summary 

G. B. Tran, T.A. Tran, N.K. Tran, M. Alrifai and N. Kanhabua. 2013. 
Leverage Learning to rank in an optimization framework for 
timeline summarization. SIGIR 2013
G. B. Tran, M. Alrifai and D. Q. Nguyen. 2013. Predicting Relevant 
News Events for Timeline Summaries. 22th WWW2013 [pdf]

http://l3s.de/~gtran/publications/www2013.pdf


Building a ground-truth dataset at 
Signal



User task

Write a report about Meghan and 
Harry for the last month

Building a ground-truth dataset using Signal’s 
manually written reports

Result Report



Annotating user summary

Important note:
User might not extract original 
sentences from the news articles. 
They usually paraphrase or write 
whole new content . 

Ambiguous date references:
How to consider ambiguous dates

Possible options:
- Choose first
- Choose last
- Repeat date with redundant content
- Choose first as last and consider as 

a date interval.
- That might require an 

extension in the evaluation 
metrics.



Annotating headlines



Concatenating abstractive text and headlines 



Evaluation



ROUGE as base metric for evaluation

● The evaluation metric we will focus on is 

ROUGE *. 

○ ROUGE-1 
refers to the overlap of unigram (each 
word) between the system and reference 
summaries.

○ ROUGE-2 refers to the overlap of bigrams 
between the system and reference 
summaries.

● However, ROUGE does not take into consideration 
temporal aspects 

* Lin, Chin-Yew. “ROUGE: A Package For Automatic Evaluation Of Summaries.” ACL 2004 (2004).



Extending ROUGE metrics to support temporal constraints

● Concatenation
○ Consider all predicted content as one single block of text. It does not take into consideration correct dates.
○ Evaluate as a regular Multi-Document Summarisation task

● Agreement
○ For each predicted date, evaluate predicted content against exact date match in the ground-truth.

● Date alignment
○ Compute similarity between dates. 
○ Align dates that are closer to each other.
○ Assign a penalty cost to precision and recall based on that similarity 

● Date content alignment
○ Extends the previous metric, but also consider content. 



Relevance, burstiness, coverage based metrics

There are other metrics focused on content relevance.

Future discussion.

Relevant work

Aslam, J. et al., 2016. TREC 2015 Temporal Summarization Track Overview. TREC (2015).. Gaithersburg, USA. November 17 - 20, MIT Press.

Chieu, H. L. & Lee, Y. K., 2004. Query Based Event Extraction along a Timeline. Sheffield, UK. July 25-29, ACM Press, pp. 425-432.



Relevant related work



Regression model [1] G. Tran 2013

Model intuitions

- Predict relevant dates
- Learner: Linear Regression
- Based on popularity (#mentions before the date, during, after)
- Target variable: Relevant or not

- Predict relevant sentences
- Learner: Linear Regression
- Based on sentence features, predict ROUGE F1_Score.
- Target variable: ROUGE F1_Score
- Rank sentences by highest scores
- Select n sentences according to user constraints

[1] Tran, Giang Binh et al. “Predicting relevant news events for timeline summaries.” WWW '13 Companion (2013).



Average scores when training with public timeline17 
dataset [1]. 
We later apply this model to predict timelines with 
Signal’s articles.

Pros
+ Fast (Suitable for UI)
+ Simple features
+ Easy to improve
+ Explainable if necessary

Cons
- Results are not great, but room for improvements.
- It still does not consider all features mentioned in the 
paper. 

Regression model [1] G. Tran 2013

[1] Tran, Giang Binh et al. “Predicting relevant news events for timeline summaries.” WWW '13 Companion (2013).
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Try to solve the task as an optimization problem.
It tries to find the best possible summary based on 
given constraints.

Pros
+ Better results than previous model
+ Guarantees minimum quality (proves with a theorem)
+ Many different versions based on model criteria

Cons
- More complex when compared to previous model
- Memory intensive. Large matrix manipulation to compute content 
similarity. 

a) Not a problem when running as an AWS Batch job.
b) This is only a problem when using UI prototype. 
Server might run out of memory
c) It could be optimized for UI

Martschat and Markert 2018

Martschat, Sebastian and Katja Markert. “A Temporally Sensitive Submodularity Framework for Timeline Summarization.” CoNLL (2018).
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prototype



Live experimentation tool:
https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/

Datasets
- Public datasets (timeline17, Giang Tran 2013)
- Signal datasets

Models*
- Chieu 2004, Giang Tran 2013, Markschat 2018 

Constraints
- Number of important dates
- Number of sentences/headlines per date
- Date range

Evaluation
- Extended TLS Rouge  (Markschat 2017)

Prototype

https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/


Live experimentation tool:
https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/

Annotated timelines

- Annotate selected dates in the timeline

Using Signal’s metadata, show for each date:

- Headlines (title, urls, first paragraph)
- Relevant sentences as proxy for relevant 

headlines

- Topics

- Entities
- Sentiment
- Salience (entities are ranked by salience )

Prototype

topics

summary

relevant 
sentences

entities

relevant date
title, clickable link

annotated 
timelines

change date range 
as constraint

https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/


Live experimentation tool:
https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/

Evaluation
- Visualize evaluation metrics in the interface using 

Research Mode

Compute ROUGE scores using different versions 

of the groundtruth

1. Abstractive
2. Headlines
3. Concatenate abstrative user summary and headlines

Prototype

Open respective 
annotated 

timeline

Date selection 
evaluation

content 
evaluation

Annotation type

Question:
Is it fair consider headlines text? 

https://storytelling.tool.signal-ai.com/


Preliminary results

Dataset: Signal
Topic: Meghan and Harry

Model: Regression [1][2]

Fast model (suitable for UI and quick iterations)

[1] Tran, Giang Binh et al. “Predicting relevant news events for timeline 
summaries.” WWW '13 Companion (2013).
[2] Martschat, Sebastian and Katja Markert. “A Temporally Sensitive 
Submodularity Framework for Timeline Summarization.” CoNLL (2018).



Novelty and next steps



Novelty proposals and possible next steps

● Incorporate sentiment metadata as features
○ Sentiment polarity and score

■ By entity, sentence or document
○ If this is relevant for users, it should be relevant for the learner model as well

● Entity salience
○ Consider entity salience as feature 

● Source importance

● Sentence representation
○ Test more sophisticated sentence embeddings

● Document relevance (IR)
○ We currently consider every document as the same relevance
○ Integrate an ElasticSearch index



Take away

The main goal is to help users to write stories.

Timeline summarisation is just an aspect of it.

Entity graphs, topics, outliers should also be 

considered in the whole picture.
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“Nothing is ever finished.
It is just abandoned”

Dwane, 2019 
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